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Abstract. This paper is a first step in the direction of extending possi-
bilistic planning to take advantage of the expressive power and reasoning
capabilities of fuzzy description logics. Fuzzy description logics are used
to describe knowledge about the world and about actions. Fundamental
definitions are given and the possibilistic planning problem is recast in
this new setting.

1 Introduction

Planning is a branch of artificial intelligence which studies how to find the most
suitable sequence of actions to take a system from a given initial state into a
desired state, called goal.

In a classical planning problem, it is assumed that actions are determinis-
tic, the initial state is known, and the goal is defined by a set of final states; a
solution plan is then an unconditional sequence of actions that leads from the
initial state to a goal state. However, most practical problems do not satisfy
these assumptions of complete and deterministic information. This is why in re-
cent years many approaches taking into account the uncertainty in the planning
problem have been proposed. In particular, a possibilistic approach to planning
has been proposed in [2] which is an extension of the well-known STRIPS for-
malism to make possible the representation of the possibilistic uncertainty. In
this formalism, the representation of the states of the world and of the effect
of the actions is made using sets of literals. This fact has the advantage that
reasoning for solving a planning problem is decidable but it has the disavantage
that the formalism thus constructed has a severely limited expressiveness.

This paper provides a first step in the direction of extending that approach
to take advantage of: (i) the expressive power of description logics [1], (ii) the
decidable reasoning capabilities of description logics and (iii) recent extensions
of description logics to take into account uncertainty and imprecision [5].

A relevant advantage of combining fuzzy description logics and planning is
that it becomes possible to describe the planning domain using formal ontologies
for expressing and organizing the (possibly vague) knowledge available about
the planning domain in general and the particular problem at hand. On the one
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hand, it may be possible to stablish a level of detail for the concepts describing
the domain (the world states and the effect of actions may be represented by
concepts) and, on the another hand, it may be possible to make inferences about
the available knowledge. As a consequence, implicit knowledge becomes available.
This is possible because a formal ontology contains a structured vocabulary (its
“terminology”) which defines the relations between different terms.

In this work,we consider that for each planning problem we have two ontologies.
One is related to the general knowledge, valid for everyplanning problem; the other
describes knowledge about the specific problem to solve. The ontological general
formalization of a planning problem must then respect two important features:

– Analitical feature: it must be easily understandable for all planning prob-
lems, i.e, the proposed formalism must be independent of the context of the
particular problem.

– Engineering feature: the formalism must be flexible in order to support and
to manipulate the knowledge acquired during the planning process.

InSection2,weprovide abrief introduction todescription logics. InSection3,we
present a general ontology for the planning domain and a specific ontology describ-
ing a simple planning problem in the block world. In Section 4, we define the pos-
sibilistic planning problem using fuzzy description logics and Section 5 concludes.

2 Description Logics

Description logics (DL) [1] are a family of logic-based knowledge-representation
formalisms, which stem from the classical AI tradition of semantic networks and
frame-based systems. Description logics are characterized by a set of construc-
tors for building complex concepts and roles starting from the primitive ones.
Concepts represent classes which are interpreted as sets of objects, and roles
represent relations which are interpreted as binary relations on objects.

Semantics are expressed in terms of interpretations I = (∆I , .I), where:

– ∆I is the interpretation domain,
– .I is the interpretation function, which maps:

• different individuals into different elements of ∆I ,
• primitive concepts into subsets of ∆I ,
• primitive roles into subsets of ∆I × ∆I .

The architecture of a description-logic-based system is composed of:

– A knowledge base with: (i) terminological knowledge (TBox), containing the
definitions of concepts (for example FreeBlock ≡ Block � ¬∃on−.� (a free
block is a block such that no other object is on it)) and (ii) the knowledge
about objects (ABox) containing assertions which characterize the objects
and define the relations between them (for example on(BLOCKA, TABLE),

– The Inference Engine,
– Applications
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In order to represent uncertainty, incompleteness, and imprecision in knowl-
edge, fuzzy description logics have been proposed that allow for no crisp concept
description by using fuzzy sets and fuzzy relations. A fuzzy extension of the
description logic ALC has been introduced in [5], with complete algorithms for
solving the entailment problem, the subsumption problem, as well as the best
truth-value bound problem.

For the purpose of our approach, we have added the inverse role construct
to ALC yielding the ALCI language, which is suitable for most planning prob-
lems. If R is a role, R− denotes its inverse, meaning R−(a, b) ≡ R(b, a), for
all individuals a and b. For example, with the description logic ALC, from the
assertion on(BLOCKB, BLOCKA) it is only possible to deduce that BLOCKB is
on BLOCKA. With the ALCI language we may also express that BLOCKA has
BLOCKB on it, because on(BLOCKB, BLOCKA) = on−(BLOCKA, BLOCKB)

A fuzzy description logic is identical in most respects to a classical description
logic but it assigns a meaning to symbols by means of a fuzzy interpretation
Ĩ = (∆Ĩ , .Ĩ) such that:

– ∆Ĩ is as in the crisp case, the interpretation domain,
– .Ĩ is the interpretation function mapping:

• different individuals into different elements of ∆Ĩ as the crisp case, i.e.,
aĨ �= bĨ if a �= b,

• a primitive concept A into a membership function AĨ : ∆Ĩ �→ [0, 1],
• a primitive role R into a membership function RĨ : ∆Ĩ × ∆Ĩ �→ [0, 1].

3 Domain Representation

In this section, we propose an ontological formalization for the general planning
problem, with new representation for a state of the world and new representa-
tion for the actions, both using description logics. We also propose a specific
ontological formalization for planning in the block world.

3.1 Representing World States

A world state is best represented as an interpretation I that is a model of
both a TBox T and an ABox A. Usually, we do not have complete information
about the world, i.e., the model I of T is not known completely. All we know
is some facts about the world which are represented in an ABox A. Thus, all
models of the ABox and of the TBox are considered to be possible states of the
world.

Let us illustrate an example of specific ontological formalization for a planning
problem in the block world. We dispose of tree blocks A, B, C and a robot arm.
In the initial state (see Figure 1a), block A and block C are on the table, block
B is on block A, and both block B and the robot arm are free.

To describe this problem, we define four individual names: BLOCKA, BLOCKB,
BLOCKC, and TABLE, and one role on (on(a, b) means that a is on b).
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a) b)

Fig. 1. Two states in the block world: a) the initial state; b) one of the effects of
applying the action “grasp block B”

The TBox T , wich represents the specific ontology, will contain definitions of
a few useful concepts, namely:

T = {FreeBlock ≡ Block � ¬∃on−.�, InArm ≡ ¬∃on.�}.

FreeBlock is a defined concept that characterizes a block which has no other
object on it.

InArm is a defined concept that characterizes a block which is in the robot
arm. Precisely, we suppose that if a block is not on any of the available objects,
then it is in the robot arm.

In the initial state, the situation of Figure 1a will be described with an ABox
A0 containing the follwing assertions:

A0 = {on(BLOCKB, BLOCKA), on(BLOCKA, TABLE), on(BLOCKC, TABLE)}.

Uncertainty about the world states is represented by means of possibility the-
ory [3]. Possibility theory allows to represent the fact that, at a certain point of the
planning process, a state is more possible than another. To represent incomplete
and imprecise knowledge about individuals as well as about relations between in-
dividuals, we use fuzzy description logics. Consequently, an uncertain state may
be represented by a possibility distribution on fuzzy interpretations Ĩ.

3.2 Describing Actions

The syntax and the semantics of a deterministic action are those proposed by
[4]. The effect of executing an action depends on the context in which it occurs.
This kind of representation allows to group several actions into one action and
thus contributes to keeping the complexity of the planning problem low. Let T
be an acyclic TBox and A an ABox. A (deterministic) context-dependent action
act is an n-tuple:

act = {〈Context1, Effect1〉, . . . , 〈Contextn, Effectn〉} ,

in which Contexti is a set of assertions describing the ith context in which action
act may be executed, and Effecti is a set of primitive assertions describing the
ith conditional effect that should be obtained after the execution of the action.
If all assertions in Contexti are satisfied before executing action act, then all
assertions in Effecti should be satisfied afterwards. For all interpretation I, there
is a unique Contexti such that I |= Contexti.
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Definition 1 (DL Possibilistic action). An action with possibilistic effects
describes an uncertain behaviour of executing an action. Its syntax and semantic
are inherited from the deterministic action described above extended to take into
account uncertain effects [2]. Let T be an acyclic TBox. A possibilistic action
pact for T is an m-tuple of possibilistic effects pei:

pact =
{

pei = 〈Contexti, (πi1, Effecti1), . . . , (πini , Effectini)〉
}

i=1...m
,

in which πij ∈ (0, 1] and:

– for each state represented by an interpretation I there is a unique Contextij

such that I |= Contextij .
– for all i, max1≤j≤ni πij = 1

The following example illustrates a possibilistic action “graspB” as follows:

graspB=

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

〈{FreeBlock(BLOCKB),
¬InArm(BLOCKA) � ¬InArm(BLOCKB) � ¬InArm(BLOCKC)},

(1, {¬on(BLOCKB, BLOCKA)}), (0.2, ∅)〉

〈{¬FreeBlock(BLOCKB)}, (1, ∅)〉

〈{InArm(BLOCKA)�InArm(BLOCKB) � InArm(BLOCKC)}, (1, ∅)〉

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

.

Executing the action graspB on a state satisfying one of the contexts of the
action may results on changes on the world state. These changes are represented
by updating the ABox representing the situation of the state. Precisely, applying
the action graspB on a context in which both block B and the robot arm are
free results has two outcomes:

– the robot may succeed, i.e., with possibility 1, it grasps block B. This results
on the “retracting” of the assertion on(BLOCKB, BLOCKA) on the ABox (see
Figure 1b).

– The robot may fail, with possibility 0.2, thus leaving the situation unchanged.

The other two possibilistic effects cover the remaining possibilities, and both
have no effect.

3.3 Reasoning About Actions

For all primitive concept name A and role name R, the result of the execution
of an action act in a state I considering the unique context Contexti such that
I |= Contexti, is a state I ′ = Res(Effectik, I) such that:

AI′
= AI ∪ {bI : A(b) ∈ Effectik}\{bI : ¬A(b) ∈ Effectik}

RI′
= RI ∪ {(aI , bI) : R(a, b) ∈ Effectik}\{(aI, bI) : ¬R(a, b) ∈ Effectik}

These definitions ensure that the resulting state I′ is a model of both the
ABox and TBox resulting after executing the action on the state I.
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Applying a possibilistic action pact on a deterministic state I results on a
possibility distribution definded as follows:

π[I ′|I, pact] =
{

maxk πik if I |= Contexti and I ′ = Res(Effectik, I),
0 otherwise.

π[I ′|I, pact] espresses the possibility of reaching a possible resulting state I′

after executing the action pact in the state I. If there is more than one path
leading from I to a possible resulting state I ′, then the possibility associated to
I ′ is the maximum of the possibilities of all such paths.

In the case in which there are incompleteness and imprecision on the knowl-
edge about the current state, the reasoning made above must be adapted for
allowing fuzzy states. Precisely, we must define the possibility associated to a
resulting state when the concepts and roles describing the current state are fuzzy.

Definition 2 (Fuzzy state resulting from a possibilistic action). Let Ĩ
be a fuzzy interpretation for both the acyclic TBox T and the ABox A. Let pact be
a possibilistic action and Contexti the unique context such that SĨ(Contexti) ∈
(0, 1]. For each primitive concept name A and role name R, the result of executing
action pact in Ĩ, Ĩ ′ = Res′(Effectik, Ĩ) is such that:

AĨ′
(b) = min(max(AĨ(b), sup

k:A(b)∈Effectik

πik), 1 − sup
k:¬A(b)∈Effectik

πik)

RĨ′
(a, b) = min(max(RĨ(a, b), sup

k:R(a,b)∈Effectik

πik), 1 − sup
k:¬R(a,b)∈Effectik

πik)

The possibility distribution on the new fuzzy states obtained after the execu-
tion of action pact is given by:

π[Ĩ ′|Ĩ, pact] =
{

maxk min(πik, SĨ(Contexti)) and Ĩ ′ = Res′(Effectik, Ĩ),
0 otherwise.

where SĨ(Contexti) expresses the degree with which the state I satisfies the
context Contexti and π[Ĩ ′|Ĩ, pact] espresses the possibility to arrive in fuzzy
state Ĩ ′ after executing action pact in fuzzy state Ĩ.

3.4 Plan of Actions

A sequential plan is a totally ordered set of actions 〈pacti〉N−1
i=0 such execution

transforms the interpretation representing the possible initial state to one rep-
resenting possible final states satisfying the desired goal.

A partially ordered plan is a pair P = (A, O) where A is a set of actions and
O is a set of ordering constraints between these actions. A completion of P is
a sequential plan CP = 〈pacti〉N−1

i=0 such that A = {pact0, . . . , pactN−1} and the
total ordering pact0 < · · · < pactN−1 is consistent with O.

A consistent partially ordered plan is a plan P = (A, O) with a consistent set
O of ordering constraints.
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Executing a plan P means executing pact0, pact1, . . . , pactN−1 in sequence,
where 〈pacti〉N−1

i=0 is a completion of P .
The possibility of reaching a given state IN by executing a sequential plan of

possibilistic actions 〈pacti〉N−1
i=0 starting in I0, is given by:

π[IN |I0, 〈pacti〉N−1
i=0 ] = max

〈I1...IN−1〉
min

i=0...N−1
π[Ii+1|Ii, pacti],

where 〈I1 . . . IN−1〉 represents a sequence of states visited from I1 to IN−1 and
Ii+1 is obtained from Ii by applying Definition 2.

The evaluation of a solution plan is made using the necessity measure which
corresponds to the certainty of reaching a goal state after applying the plan.

Let Goals be the set of the goal states, and πinit a possibility distribution
over the possible initial states I0. The possibility and necessity measures (in
possibility theory) to reach a goal state after the execution of the sequential
plan 〈pacti〉N−1

i=0 from I0 are given by:

Π [Goals|πinit, 〈pacti〉
N−1
i=0 ] = max

I0
min(Π [Goals|I0, 〈pacti〉

N−1
i=0 ], πinit(I0))

= max
I0,IN ∈Goals

min(π[IN |I0, 〈pacti〉
N−1
i=0 ], πinit(I0))

N [Goals|πinit, 〈pacti〉
N−1
i=0 ] = 1 − Π [Goals|πinit, 〈pacti〉

N−1
i=0 ]

= min
I0,IN ∈Goals

max(1 − πinit(I0), 1 − π[IN |I0, 〈pacti〉
N−1
i=0 ])

4 Possibilistic Planning Problem

Given a possibilistic planning described by means of a specific ontology, our ob-
jective is to construct a plan whose execution leads the world from an initial
possible state to a state satisfying the goals with a given certainty. It corre-
sponds to finding an optimal sequence of transition relation on interpretations
that transforms an initial ABox representing the initial state to another ABox
representing the final possible states which satisfy the goal conditions.

Definition 3 (Possibilistic Planning Problem). A possibilistic planning
problem ∆ is a triple 〈πinit, Goals, A〉 where πinit is the possibility distribution
associated to the initial state, Goals is a set of possible goal states and A is the
set of available possibilistic actions.

Given a possibilistic problem, two criteria may be considered to define a solution
plan P :

– P is a γ-acceptable plan if N [Goals|πinit, P ] ≥ γ;
– P is an optimally safe plan, or simply, optimal plan if N [Goals|πinit, P ] is

maximal among all possible sequential plans.

This definition can be extended to partially ordered sets of actions. Let P be
a consistent partially ordered plan :
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– P is a γ-acceptable plan if N [Goals|I0, CP ] ≥ γ for all totally ordered
completion CP of P ;

– P is an optimal plan if N [Goals|I0, CP] is maximal among all possible
sequential plans for all totally ordered completion CP of P .

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed an initial framework for integrating description
logics and possibilistic planning. The fundamental definitions for approaching
possibilistic planning when knowledge about the world and actions is repre-
sented by means of fuzzy DLs have been provided, and the possibilistic planning
problem has been recast in this setting. In particular, the framework we propose
in this work allows the use of conceptual knowledge for describing both the states
of the world and the possibilistic action. A state is represented as an interpre-
tation in description logics; the contexts in which a possibilistic action may be
executed and the effects of the action are both represented using concepts and
assertions.

We have also defined the reasoning problem for the possibilistic actions thus
represented. We have first considered the crisp case with a deterministic repre-
sentation for a state. In a second time, we have proposed an extension of this
representation for taking into account the case in which the knowledge about
the state of the world is uncertain.

The main advantage of using fuzzy DLs to represent knowledge about the
world and actions is that represetations may be more concise and efficient rea-
soning algorithms can be exploited to infer implicit knowledge.
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